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EUROPEAN UNION ' Brussels, 19August 2513
i A 423/13

Statement by the spokesperson of EU High Representatiw e

Catherine Ashton on the recent inter-Korean agreementis

The spokesperson of Catherine Ashton, High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy and Vice President of the Commission, issued the following statement today:

"The High Representative welcomes the recent positive developments within the Inter-Korean
dialogue, and especially the agreement to reopen the Joint Industrial Park in Kaesong and resume
family reunions. ’ l

The High Representative ispleased that the Inter—Korean dialogue seems to bearfruit. Honouring
past bilateral and multilateral commitments is a good way to promote trust andpeace building.
The High Representative encourages both sides to continue dialogue and cooperation to build trust
and improve peace and security on the Korean Peninsula. ” f
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El and
Rodman Visit:

describe the 28 February basketball game where Kim Jong Un and tbrmer NBA star Denms Rodman
c eere on players from Pyongyang Sports University: F inallyiL /

F 1.4(B)
(SBU) Park to Officially Appoint Seven Ministers: The Blue House announced that President Park will March 1.4(D)
ll formally appoint ministers of Unification; Justice; Culture and Tourism; Health and Welfare; Environment;
Employment and Labor; and Gender Equality. The National Assembly has held confirmation hearing for all of
these ministers, but Park has been viewed as holding off ofiicially appointing them to their positions in an attempt
to pressure the opposition in order to force passage of her restructuring bill, which does not impact these
ministries. Political observers view Park’s decision to move forward in beginning to form her Cabinet as a
response to the opposition Democratic United Party’s criticism that the president was intentionally sabotaging
state affairs by keeping her administration empty. As of March 8, 14 of 17 minister nominees have had
confirmation hearings and 11 of them were confirmed by the Assembly. Talks over the government restructuring
bill remain in deadlock as it appears that the Blue House has not given the ruling New Frontier Party room to
negotiate with the opposition.

(SBU) Stats Show Extremely Few Female CEOs: Less than one percent of that 1,787 companies listed on South
Korea’s main stock markets are led by a woman, data released March 8 showed. Only 13 women in South Korea
are CEOs, which is 0.7 percent of listed firms, according to the research firm CEO Score. By comparison, 42
percent of the world’s top 1,000 companies are headed by a woman.

(U) ROK-China-Japan Trilateral FTA Discussions Scheduled for March 26: The first round of working level
negotiations for a trilateral trade pact will be held in Seoul on March 26. If achieved, it would create the world’s
third largest trading bloc, after NAFTA and the EU.

(U) Markets Remain Un-phased by North Korean Threats: The KOSPI Composite Index was nearly
unchanged, up 0.08% for the day. The exchange rate also showed little change, down 0.1% against the dollar
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(SBU) Koreans Criticize New Film From Famed Japanese Animator: Koreans are criticizing a new movie
from Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki, a fierce critic of Japan’s ultra -right movement, for allegedly
glamorizing Japan’s wartime past The animated movie, “The Wind Rises,” is about Horikoshi Jiro, the engineer
who designed the Mitsubishi “Zero,” the fighter plane used by Japan in World War 2. Jim is portrayed as a man
who resented war and simply wanted to make a beautiful plane — then was horrified to see it become a killing
machine. According to an Aug. 20 Korea Times article, Koreans are spending a great deal of time in online
Internet forums debating whether to boycott the movie over concerns that it glamorizes Japan’s actions during
World War 2. For example, the article quotes shop owner Yoo Seung-min, 31, as saying the trailer for “The Wind
Rises” begins with the line “There was a war in Japan” when it should say something like “We started a war.”
Another expressed concerns that the movie is designed to glorify Japan’s wartime memories in a “clever way.”
Miyazaki created the classic animated works “Spirited Away” and “Porco Rosso,” which won numerous
filmmaking awards.
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(U) EU Issues Statement Welcoming KIC Agreement: EU Mission DCM Uwe Wissenbach passed to us
August 21 the attached spokesperson ’5 statement for EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security
Policy Catherine Ashton welcoming the inter-Korean agreements to reopen the Kaesong Industrial Complex
(KIC) and dialogue on resuming family reunions.

(U) KlC Firms Prepare to Resume Operations: Over 200 managers and workers from 65 electric, electronics,
machinery and metal companies and their contractors entered the Kaesong Industrial Complex (KIC) to undertake
repair and maintenance operations of their facilities, which have been idle since early April, media reported. KIC
firms’ representatives are scheduled to visit Kaesong by Aug. 30. KIC firms have reported collective losses of
KRW 1.05 trillion (USD 940 million) since the DPRK pulled out its 53,000 workers and barred South Koreans’
entry into the complex in early April.

(U) Another Nuclear Reactor Goes Offline, Causing a Power Shortage Warning: Korea Hydro and Nuclear
Power (KHNP) told local media today that the Hanbit 6 nuclear reactor in Yonggwang stopped operating at
around 14:44 on August 21 due to a technical glitch. KHNP oflicials did not link the problem to the recent
nuclear parts scandal and claimed there is no danger of a radiation leak at the site but noted it may take up a week
to determine the cause of the accident. The automatic shutdown of the reactor temporarily pushed down Korea's
power reserves below 4 million kilowatts, prompting the Korea Power Exchange to issue a level two power
shortage wanting. Reserves of more than 5 million kilowatts are considered a safe level. According to local
media, there are now six reactors temporarily out of operation.

(U) Arirang 5 Satellite Launch Scheduled August 22 from Russia: The ROK is scheduled to launch its
Arirang 5 satellite at 8:39 pm. (11:39 pm. Korea Standard Time) from Russia's Yasny launch site on August 22.
The Arirang 5 is Korea's fourth multipurpose satellite and the first with a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) that can
observe the earth's surface at night regardless of weather conditions. It is estimated to have cost around USD 212
million and took five years to build. In about 15 minutes following its deployment, the satellite will begin sending
signals to earth, which the Troll Satellite Station in Antarctica will detect first. The satellite will make its first
contact with the Korea Aerospace Research Institute ’s ground station 5 hours and 56 minutes after its launch.
Post will monitor the launch and report results.
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SECRET

(SBU) Abe Stands by Past Statements on War, Talks Up Women ’5 Rights in Diet: Responding to questions
in the Diet from his party’s pacifist partner in the coalition government, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said October
18 that he stands by statements issued by past governments on Japan’s wartime aggression, and he talked up his
commitment to protecting and promoting women’s rights. Abe’s scripted answers to Komeito leader Natsuo
Yamaguchi lified language directly from the landmark 1995 Murayama Statement, saying Japan had “caused
tremendous damage and suffering to the people of many countries, particularly Asian neighbors, through its
colonial rule and aggression. ” Yamaguchi urged Abe to explain his Cabinet’s views of Japan’s wartime history
in an exchange that came as the issue was once again thrust into the media spotlight by a pilgrimage of Japanese
lawmakers — but not Abe himself — to the Yasukuni Shrine for one of its biannual festivals. Addressing the so-
called “comfort women” issue, the Prime Minister expressed sorrow for their “unbearable pain,” repeating words
he has used in the Diet before, before making forward-looking comments reminiscent of his recent speech to the
UN. General Assembly on “womenomics ”: he said Japan will continue to strive to ensure that the lt century
becomes a century in which the human-rights violations of women in wartime are a thing of the past. (POL:
MToho)

(SBU) Lawmakers Visit Yasukuni Amid Cool Reaction to Abe No-Show: Around 160 national lawmakers
including one Cabinet minister and an aide to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe visited the Yasukuni Shrine on October
18 to mark its autumn festival, putting in a widely expected appearance at the controversial memorial.
Meanwhile, China and South Korea reacted with varying degrees of coolness to Abe’s no-show the previous
day. Although the size of the Diet contingent was similar to that which turned out for Yasukuni ’5 spring festival,
the number of Cabinet members dropped from four to one and did not include any core ministers — in contrast
with the surprise visit paid by Finance Minister Taro Aso in April. Internal Affairs Minister Yoshitaka Shindo,
who is the son of a general who died in the battle for Iwo J ima, told reporters October 18 he went to the shrine
that morning in a private capacity to pray for his late grandfather and all those who lost their lives during World
War II. Separately, 159 members of a multipartisan league of Diet members who support Yasukuni, including
Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Katsunobu Kato and Liberal Democratic Party policy chief Sanae Takaichi, paid
their respects as a group. Both Shindo and the Diet league members had previously announced their intentions.
Meanwhile, Abe’s decision to send a small ceremonial offering on October 17 elicited pro forma finger-wagging
from Beijing but stronger criticism from Seoul. A Chinese government spokesman was quoted by Japanese
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media as calling on Japan to “once again take an unwavering look at its history of aggression. ” An ROK
counterpart reportedly expressed “deep concern and regret” about the Prime Minister’s ceremonial offering and
brushed aside a suggestion that his no-show bespoke “deference” to the feelings of Japan ’s neighbors.
Conservative newspapers carried reports October 18 quoting anonymous members of Abe’s entourage as saying
he is still determined to visit the Shinto shrine in person some time during his term in office. An Abe aide read a
statement by the Prime Minister at today’s Chidorigafuchi Cemetery ceremony presided over by Prince Hitachi.
(POL: GSchaefer)

(SBU)l Sees Some Merits to Abenomics But Is Critical of Growth Strategv
Implementation: 1 said in an
October 18 courtesy call on the Chargé that Prime Minister Abe has addressed deflation well but questioned
whether Abe’s relaxed fiscal and monetary policies are sustainable.:sees international relations in the
region as Abe’s biggest challenge. Noting that the Administration has proposed special economic zones
(“tokku”) with relaxed contract and dismissal regulationsljemphasized his strong opposition to the special
zones being exempted from existing labor laws, which he describes as the baseline standard for all types of
employees. Additionally, he is confident that the special zone proposal will not survive the government and Diet
review recesses in its current form. As the Administration moves forward with implementation of the growth
strategy tressed the importance from the organized labor perspective of balancing corporate
competitiveness in a globalized market with job and social security (ECON: Blake Johnston)

According to press reports, Abductions Minister Keiji Furnya, during his July Visit to
aan aatar to attend the Mongolian President’s inauguration, requested Mongolia's cooperation in brokering

talks on the abductions issue. /
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(C) Korea Expert Sees Small Shifts in DPRK; Japan-ROK Relations Likely to Worsen: V

I On basketball star Dennis Rodman’s second visit to North Korea, as
the DPRK public views the UAS.-DPRK sports collaboration to be a sign of reconciliation, Rodman’s next visit
might be coupled with a symbolic gesture such as allowing Ambassador King to visit Pyongyang

(SBU) Ultimate Goal of Abenomics is Changing Expectations, LDP Lawmaker Says: The ultimate success
of Abenomics hinges on its success in changing long-term economic performance ex ctations

ltold ECON Trade Unit Chief on October 17.
said the Abe Government ’s

efforts to revrtallze the economy requrre a delicate balancmg act between prOJecting confidence in the future
while making the kinds of difficult changes needed to bring that better future about. Abenomics can’t succeed
unless consumers and business leaders buy in to that optimism ’ e change investment and spending
patterns accordingly, iacknowledged. In that regardmunderstands the realities behind PM
Abe’s decision to go ahead with increasing the consumption tax, but worries about the impact on consumer and
business sentiment and said the Government needs to adopt “aggressive” countermeasures. He strongly favors a
cut in the overall corporate tax rate but said the Ministry of Finance is vehemently opposed, so other stimulus
measures — in 1 din earl a oli hment f the ost-tsunami cial co rate tax for rec nstruction — will need to
be pursued. colleagues will
not necessarily set policy — that direction will come from Abe and other senior leaders — but will serve more as
the equivalents ofUS. congressional “whips,” charged with lining up party support on key issues. A major test
of that role will come later this year, when he anticipates a major push to solidify support for the outcome of
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations “even thou h members from rural constituencies almost certainly
won’t like it,” he observed. A strong TPP supporter; was mildly critical of LDP messaging, saying
that leaders should be emphasizing more the importance of setting modern trade rules for the region rather than
always talking about protecting sensitive agricultural items. I

[also dismissed Abe’s calls on business leaders to raise wages as
unrealistic; more hiring and higher wages will naturally follow if the business climate improves as hoped.
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Ejlamented that he has too few peers in the Diet with real-world business experience; “we have too
many career politicians and former bureaucrats,” he said. l

he anticipates a “major Cabinet reshuffle” next July after conclusron of the regular
Diet session and his position will likely turn over then. (ECON: BLaBarge)

(semi lReguiatory Reform Priorities: I
5' I

described the working group’s top six priority reform issues in a recent meeting with
EconOffs. that the working group chose to start with the fundamental but politically easy step of
reviewing t e aws regarding working hours, which could be reformed to allow better work-life balance and
flexibility. Next is the establishment of clearer rules for “limited regular workers,” which do not fit under the
category of “unlimited regular workers,” the labor law category for standard career-track direct hire employees.
(Unlimited workers are hired for an indefinite period, can be assigned by the employer to jobs and locations at
will, and have unlimited promotion potential; limited workers are restricted in task or job location and, in
exchange for this stability, are restricted in promotion potential and receive lower wages.)|:goal is an
economy where limited regular workers are the majority in the workforce, as he believes that demographic would
be more flexible in relocating labor to the industries where it is needed while simultaneously providing
experienced workers with increasing wages despite not having a long career with a single employer. Third is a
review of the labor dispatch system, which governs employees hired through temporary staffmg agencies. The
last three topics will be more politically diflicult: regulatory reform of the fee-based job introduction business;
modification of employment termination rights for both employers and employees; and establishment offixed-
term employment contracts for researchers. :expressed concern that Abe’s growth strategy has thus far
consisted only of increased subsidies and has lacked substantive reform. He also stressed that the reform
priorities articulated by the RRC’s Employment Working Group were selected by evidence -based policy
concerns rather than political motivations, and that the objective is greater labor mobility from mature industries
to growth industries. puzzlcmcnt as to why the Industrial Competitiveness Council (ICC) has
also been tasked with reviewing the same issues as the RC, and was critical of its composition which, unlike the
RC, is not comprised of experts on labor olic . Until recently, there had been no coordination or
communication between the two councilsinow been invited to an ICC meeting to discuss RRC
proposals. Yasuchika Hasegawa, chairman of Keizai Doyukai (Japan Association of Corporate Executives), is
leading the ICC’s labor reform efforts. (ECON: BJohnston)

(SBU) EU Interested in Continued Collaboration with US. on Prison Conditions in Japan: In a meeting
with ACS Chief on October 18,]
confirmed that EU member states present in Japan are interested in continued collaboration with the USG to
advocate for better prison conditions in Japan. L

jThe ACS Chief andL _Jagreed to consider inviting Canada and
Australia to join the multilateral advocacy. As a first step, EU members have requested that the Ministry of
Justice grant them access as a group in November to Fuchu prison where most foreigners are incarcerated. A
US. consular officer will be accompanying them. (CONS: HOgier)
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(SINF) Embassy London Daily Report - February 27, 2013
Note: There were no items for today's Daily.

(Ul Top News Stories

Secretary Kerm ’s Travels

The Independent (Ieft-of-center)

The Independent: “Kerry's Benin visit a chance to reminisce ...and look ahead "— report page 30: "Mr. Kerry indicated
yesterday that a free -trade agreement with the European Union could be up and running within two years. Both sides agreed
that a free-trade deal would boost economic growth without incurring new debt and provide fresh impetus for Europe ’5 ailing
economies. "

Social Media: The Embassy's photos of Secretary Kerry in the House ofCommons Chamber is noted by Ned Simons
Assistant Political Editor of the Hutfington Post UK.

Here is a picture of John Kerry standing at the Despatch Box as if he were British prime minister http://1.usa,gov/V5[EdE

Online policy conversations following the Secretary's visit cover a varied portfolio, The official Twitter feed of the UK‘s GS
Presidency links to G8 planning discussions.

PM & US Sec of State @JohnKerry.‘ #GBUK Summit in June a chance to discuss EU-US trade, tax avoidance 8.
transparency http://owlyfitL

Jonathan Freedland, columnist for the Guardian is pleased with reporting that the Secretary is keenly focused on Middle
East Peace.

Encouraging RT @haaretzcom John Keny 'obsessed' with getting #Palestinian Authority, #lsrael to reach peace
http://wwwhaaretz.com/news/dipl omacy-defense/[ohn -keny-determined -to-qet-palestinian -authoritv -israel-to -reachpeace -
agreementgremium 4.505306

Whilst Max Keiser , London based Russia Today reporter shares AP's coverage ofthe push for greater U.S.-EU economic
cooperation.

Secretary of State John Kerry pushes for central bank collusion between US and Europe: http://agnews/VKEWQW

Iran

[REVIEW AUTHORITY: Paul Blackburn,VSenior Reviewer}
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Daily Telegraph (conservative)

Daily Telegraph: “Iran’s 'Plan B' for a nuclear bomb" — lead story: "Iran is developing a second path to a nuclear weapons
capability by operating a plant that could produce plutonium, satellite images show for the first time. The Daily Telegraph
today discloses details of activity ata heavily-guarded Iranian facility from which international inspectors have been barred
for 18 months. The images, taken eariier this month, show that Iran has activated the Arak heavy-water production plant."

Daily Telegraph: "Spies, bombs and a virus: the struggle to head off a nuclear lran" — report pages 4—5 alongside a satellite
image ofthe Arak nuclear facility: “Whether Iran would take the plunge and build a device isa further question that no one
can credibly answer. But the nuclear installations at Arak and Natanz serve as ‘exhibit A’ for the accusation that Iran wants a
military option."

Daily Telegraph: “West offers sanctions deal over underground complex” — report page 5: ”Westem leaders have offered to
relax financial sanctions on lmn in exchange for halting the development ofa nuclear plant buried deep beneath a
mountain Meeting in Almaty, officials from Britain, the US, France, Germany, Russia and China yesterday offered to relax
curbs on Iran’s trade in oil and gold if Tehran agrees to concessions over Fordow.... The new satellite images showing an
operational plant at Arak focus attention once again on a facility whose discovery began the confrontation. More than a
decade later, Iran’s nuclear capability is still growing, while this unresolved crisis becomes more dangerous. "

Daily Telegraph: “There are two paths to making a nuclear weapon — and Iran is following both" - page 5 analysis by Mark
Fitzpatrick, director of non -proliferation at the International Institute for Strategic Studies: “Arak isa classic dual-use facility. It
will be used for medical isotope production and other civilian purposes. But its size and character make it ideal for producing
a bomb's worth of plutonium a year.... ldo not wish to sound alarmist. To render the plutonium useable in a bomb, it would
have to be reprocessed using technology that Iran does not have and that it has offered to forego. Arak is monitored by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which would blow the whistle iflran were to extract any spent fuel rods for
reprocessing — even if Tehran could built the plant. But what if Iran were to expel the inspectors, as North Korea did, and
acquire the reprocessing technology from Pyongyang? By then, the option ofa military strike on an operating reactor would
present enormous complications because ofthe radiation that would be spread. Some think that Israel has drawn its red line
for military action before Arak comes on line, which Iran says will be next year.... If the [sixnation] talks are to make
progress, the six powers will have to be ready to remove more sanctions than they have suggested to date. But the biggest
steps must wait for a comprehensive agreement that addresses all the threatening features of Iran's nuclear programme. ”

Daily Telegraph: “Iran moves a step closer to getting the Bomb" — editorial: “The increased activity at Arak’s heavy-water
facility, where international inspectors have been denied access for the past 18 months, highlights the difficulty of the
negotiating process. There seems little point in trying to persuade Iran to stop uranium enrichment if it continues work on
producing plutonium. But the question remains: what should — or can — we do about it? In an article on these pages
yesterday, Jack Straw, the former foreign secretary, argued that threatening Iran with military action is counter -productive,
and that the West should take such an option off the table. It is true that, although the situation is grim, there are still other
levers to pull: sanctions are already having a significant impact on the economy, and could be tightened further; and the
West has already delayed Iran’s progress significantly via covert action. Yet while nobody wants a war with Iran, or all the
hellish consequences it would stir up, the consequences of Tehran getting the Bomb remain pretty hellish, too. It is not just
that ruling out military action would weaken our bargaining position — it is that if Iran continues its current duplicitous conduct,
it might be the only way to prevent a still greater disaster."

Social Media: There isa general welcome from online political commentators to a Telegraph article, quoting ex-Foreign
Secretary's Jack Straw/s remarks opposing arm conflict with Iran, even in the situation of Iran acquiring a nuclear weapon.

Mehdi Hasan. Huffington Post UK‘s political director: 10 years after Iraq, Jack Straw starts making amends: "Even iflran
gets the Bomb, it won ’t be worth going to war" htt/wwwtelegraph.co.uk/news/ politics/9892742/Even -if-Iran-gets-the-Bomb—
it-wont-be-worth -going -to-war.htm/ ...

Shashank Joshi, Research Fellow ofthe Royal United Services Institute (RUSI): Curious and bold intervention from Jack
Straw on Iran: "a nucIear-anned Iran would certainly not be worth a war"

North Korea/Sports Diplomacy

The Guardian (left-ol-center)

The Guardian: “US basketball players to try sports diplomacy "— report page 20: "The flamboyant former basketball star,
Dennis Rodman is heading to North Korea to become an ambassador for sports diplomacy at a time of heightened tensions
between the US and Pyongyang The visit comes two weeks after North Korea conducted an underground nuclear test in
defiance of UN bans against atomic and missile activity. "

The Independent (left-ol-center)
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The Independent: “An ambassador '5 reception ” —- page 32 photograph of Dennis Rodman arriving in Pyongyang
yesterday: “The US basketball player has become an unlikely ambassador for sports diplomacy ata time of heightened
tensions between America and North Korea."

Social Media: There is curious interest in the visit of ex-NBA star Dennis Rodman to North Korea. Online based -MSN's UK
news and sport managing editor Duncan Hooper tweets

Dennis Rodman and North Korea in the same video hfipflvideoukmsncom/watch/vi deo/dennis -rodman -visits-north-korea-
for-tv-documenfaryflgfsvohn

The story is also tweeted by Sky News and other major outlets.

Aidan Foster-Carter, North Korea watcher and Honorary fellow at Leeds Univ, remarks: Is Pyongyang ready for Dennis
Rodman? Did no one vet, watch ormind Vice on NK? The mind boggles; the heart chuckles
htt/sportsillustrated.cnn.com /nba/news/20130226/dennis -mdman -norfh -korea.ap/#ixzzZLzzp1Kp7

II |' El l'

The Times (conservative)

The 77mes: “Monti verdict: The Italian election stalemate highlights the obstacles to resolving the eurozone crisis. Germany
should build an alliance for reform with Britain'— editorial: “The result sent leaders in the northern eurozone a clear warning
about the ability of governments inthe indebted south to maintain public support for austerity. Thanks largely to the actions
ofthe European Central Bank, fears that the single currency could fall apart triggering another financial crisis have receded
in recent months. But the Italian poll isa reminder that the fundamental flaws at the centre ofthe euro project have not been
addressed and that it cannot be taken for granted that southern eurozone voters will accept the sacrifices that the north is
demanding To keep the single currency together there are two options. Either Germany can continually transfer funds to
the southern countries to balance their books. Or Italy and the other Mediterranean members must push through painful
structural reforms... To restore growth and competitiveness in the south, the EU needs the sort of reforms, especially in
labour markets, that Britain advocates. The recent changes to the budget show how successful Britain and Germany can be
working together. The recognition ofthe need for reform explain why the Germans, the Dutch and the Scandinavians are so
keen for Britain to play a constructive role. An effective northern alliance would ultimately bring benefits for the whole of
Europe, including Italy.“

The Times: “Young rebels of the new ‘Cappuccino Party' set to shake up the old guard" — main foreign story: ”The
barbarians are at the gates of Rome and they look a lot like everyone else, only younger. A marauding army of newly
elected MPs and senators celebrated yesterday the stunning success of the stand -up comic Beppe Grillo‘s Five Start
Movement in the Italian election, which has rocked Europe... If the United States has 3 Tea Party protest movement, the
Italian version is more ofa Cappuccino Party."

The Guardian (Ieft-of-center)

The Guardian: “EU in turmoil as Italy halts austerity plan"— lead story: "The north-south split in Europe opened up by the
election presaged clashes between eurozone governments, likely to surface at an EU summit next month, amid calls for a
shift away from the harsh regime prescribed and driven through by Berlin in recent years asthe price of bailing out insolvent
eurozone periphery countries. "

The Guardian: “You are in the establishment now — Bersani reaches out to Grillo "— report pages 16—17: “The leader of Italy's
centre left, Pier Luigi Bersani, set out yesterday to lure Beppe Grillo and his Five Star Movement into a coalition government
after their spectacular breakthrough in the general election. "

The Guardian: “It’s too late now for wishful thinking " — page 17analysis by financial editor Nils Pratley: “...something has to
give if the eurocrisis is not to explode again. The subtle message of the election, as Lombard Street Research puts it, is that
this was a vote against austerity. Over half the votes were shared between Grillo, arguing for a referendum onthe euro and
floating the idea of Italy defaulting on some of its debts, and the irrepressible Beriusconi. It‘s an astonishing result. ‘Cheap,
populist policies, certainly. But that is exactly what happens if you try to fight depression using austerity alone, ' comments
Lombard ’s Dario Perkins. So, has the euro~club of powerbrokers got the message that additional remedies are required?
Nothing heard so far suggest so. German politicians sound so shocked that their reactions amount to little more than awish
that Italy had a different electorate. But it's too late for wishful thinking. "

The Guardian: “Italy’s voters may yet shake the whole European system: Beppe Grillo showed how to ride the wave of
wildcat populism sweeping the continent. Eastleigh could be next to feel its force” — page 28 commentary by columnist
Simon Jenkins: “The outcome is an antidote, not just to Italy's corrupt politics, but to the dogma of austerity that now has
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Europe's economy by the throat. The only way of loosening its grip is through the ballot. Congratulations, Italy.... The current
anti-Keynesian dogma has lasted four years and is just not working. In Greece and Spain, unemployment is touching an
appalling quarter ofthe workforce. France is in trouble and, even in Germany, the strain is telling as growth falls. Europe's
leaders are steadily dragging their joint economies towards depression, afflicting their competitive relation with the outside
world possibly for ever.... Clearly no new idea will dent these dogmatists The current anti-Keynesian dogma has lasted
four years and is just not working. In Greece and Spain, unemployment is touching an appalling quarter ofthe workforce.
France is in trouble and, even in Germany, the strain is telling as growth falls. Europe’s leaders are steadily dragging their
joint economies towards depression, afflicting their competitive relation with the outside world possibly forever. Nor can they
blame others. They are doing it to themselves, voluntarily, in obeisance to the gods of confidence, who long ago abandoned
them. Clearly no new idea will dent these dogmatists. "

The Guardian: “Austerity challenged ” — editorial: “This was an Italy saying no to austerity Such a verdict cannot be wished
away. It is of course far from the first such judgment. The backlash against austerity has brought down incumbent after
incumbent across Europe, and, most recently, Francois Hollande's victory owed something to his pledge to fight austerity.
But Italy is the eurozone's third—largest economy, and the vote there this time went less to candidates promising to soften or
contest austerity, like Mr Hollande and Mr Bersani, than to those saying, or hinting, that they would reject it. The German
government will be forced to reconsider — or, rather, to reconsider even more than it already reluctantly has. France, coping
with its own slipping economic performance, also has difficult choices. In retrospect, 25 February 2013 may go down as the
day when Europe's austerity policies, at least as originally conceived, finally hit the buffers. ”

Daily Telegraph (conservative)

Daily Telegraph: “Italy's split vote threatens to revive financial crisis in Europe "— report page 22: “The fact that so many
Italians voted once again for Mr. Berlusconi, despite his sex scandals, corruption trials and clownish reputation, left many
people outside Italy aghast. His success was based on an innate sense of showmanship and promises to put money back
into Italians' pockets. "

Daily Telegraph: “Europe has to start treating voters like adults: It's something Brussels will never understand, but we need
more democracy, not less" - page 26 commentary by Conservative MEP Daniel Hannan: "The Italian election has confirmed
many sophisticated people in their view that democracy — orat least, unmoderated democracy — doesn ’t work. Left to
themselves, they say, voters keep opting for lower taxes and higher spending. That’s why Europe is in such a mess... Why
not trust voters more? The late Conservative MP Keith Joseph, godfather of Thatcherism, used to say, ‘Give people more
responsibility and they'll behave more responsibly. ' Might that not be true of entire nations? For an answer, glance across
Italy's northern border. Switzerland is perhaps the most democratic state in the world. Its people are regularly asked to vote
in referendums on quite minor changes in tax and spending. In consequence, they have a pretty good sense of what
governments can afford. They know — because many ofthe cantons require referendums to be fiscally neutral, meaning that
proponents of additional spending must incorporate into the question the commensurate spending cut ortax rise —that state
expenditure comes from their pockets. Result? Spending, taxes and borrowing are low, and Switzerland is one of the
wealthiest places on Earth. Treat voters like children and you get sulks and tantrums. Treat them like adults and you get —
well, you get Switzeriand. As the Nobel Prize-winning economist Amartya Sen puts it: “Don‘t ask whether a nation is fit for
democraw; it becomes fit through democracy. ’ Amen."

The Independent (Ieft-ol-center)

The Independent: “Italy shows how the tide has turned against elites" — editorial: “Political corruption in Italy appears to be
on a different scale from that found in Britain, but both countries, in common with the rest of Europe, face the challenge of
navigating the longest period ofeconomic misery in living memory. In times like these, as one election alter another has
shown over the past four years, the public has very little patience with the leaders it elects. We are willing to cut them very
little slack. We see their faults and foibles more cleariy than in the good times, and we have far less tolerance for them. In
Britain, the growing support for Ukip is one sign ofthis. Whatever the immediate consequences for Italy's governability, the
urge to punish politicians who feather their own nests isa salutary one. If Mr. Grillo‘s startling success helps to keep our
politicians, too, on their toes, it will have had a useful effect."

The Independent: “Fear trails in Silvio '8 wake " — main foreign story: “Markets plummet and borrowing costs rise as Italian
election fails to provide a clear winner. "

Ir_aa.
The Guardian (left-oI-center)

The Guardian: “They lied, and we let them: Intelligence was manipulated to justify the war on Iraq. We must not let this
happen again" — page 28 commentary by former CIA officer Valerie Plame Wilson and former US diplomat Joe Wilson: 'We
now know that there was far closer collusion between Bush and Blair than Straw’s testimony suggests, yet the British
government to this day stands behind its ‘separate intelligence ' -- which it has yet to make public. The Powell address to the
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UN and the uranium from Africa saga are just two examples of how intelligence was manipulated. That bush was so
successful is an indictment ofa corrupt administration. But it is also emblematic of the failure of the checks and balances
that are the hallmark of our democracy. Congress and parliament were ineffective in the exercise of their oversight
responsibilities. The press was dilatory in its reporting. And the public, whipped up by fear-mongering, too trusting. Nearly
60% ofAmericans now think that the war was a mistake, and more than 70% of the British public agree. We owe it to
ourselves to confront the fact that, when it mattered, our politicians, our press, and we as citizens did not do nearly enough
to prevent this tragedy. " (Back to Top)

SBU Visitors

USG Visitors to the UK Dates Purpose
Edwin Daly, Stephen Davies,
Rodney Evans, Matthew
Goldsworthy, Jerry Vtfithers, OBO

Mid-February London Site Visit and Meeting

Amb. Daniel Fried, SANAC and
DAS Peter Harrell, EB—ESC

Feb. 28-March 1 Meetings w/ Cabinet Office, HM
Treasury and IC counterparts

David Cohen, Dept. of Treasury,
Under Sec. for Terrorism and
Financial Intelligence

Feb 28 -March 1 Meetings w/ Cabinet Office, HM
Treasury and IC counterparts

Larry Strickling, US. Dept of
Commerce, AIS for
Communications and Information

March 3-5 To speak at the Oxford lntemet
Institute '5 Form and London
meetings with various data privacy
interiocutors.

UIS Rose Gottemoeller, Arms
Control and lntemational Security

March 5-6 In transit to Brussels 6 pm to 7 am in
London

Amb. Stephen Seche, DAS for
Arabian Peninsula Affairs

March 6-9 Friends of Yemen Conference

Bill Burns, Dep. Sec. of State March 7 Friends of Yemen Conference
Amb. Gerald Feierstein (Yemen) March 7-1 1 Friends of Yemen Conference
General Ed Rice, Jr. (USAF) March 10-15 Attending the Military Flight Training

Conference and visiting RAF
Waddington, RAF Cranwell, RAF
Valley, and BAE Systems Facility at
Warton

Evan Mederios. NSS, Director
for China; DAS Kin Moy, Dept. of
State, EAP

March 21 —22 Meetings hosted by Peter Wilson,
FCO, Director ofAsian and Pacific
Affairs

Paul Hobart, Government
Accountability Office (GAO)

Week of March 25
(specifies to follow)

London and the Port of Felixstowe.
Evaluate DHS programs, such as the
Container Security Initiative (CSI)
program and Customs Mutual
Recognition Arrangements (MRAs)

s \fisit (TBD) April 11 GB Foreign Ministerial
Maj. Gen. Bishop (USAF) and
Maj. Gen. Jang (Korean)

May 20—22 Update host nation leadership on the
work ofthe United Nations Command

UK Visitors to the U.S. Dates Purpose
FCO Director for Africa, Nick Kay Feb. 29 Meet with AIS Carson and DAS Holt
Angus Lapsley, Director of the
European and Global Issues
Secretariat at the Cabinet Office.

March 6-7 Meet with (T) AIS Gordon, (T) PDAS
Yovanovitch, (T) DAS Doherty and
(T) David McKean. Confirmed
w/DAS Russell.

Jill Morris will travel with Angus
Lapsley

March 6-7 Meet w/ (T) DAS Reeker & DAS
Rubin

Eleanor Sanders, Head of
NATO, Conventional Arms
Control and Missile Defense
Team at FCO

March 13-14 Meet w/ (T) Rick Holtzapple (RPM);
(T) Rich Davis (Arms Control) and (T)
Van Reidhead

Northern Ireland First Minister, March 18-20, St. Patrick ’5 Day Events in
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Peter Robinson, Northern Ireland
Deputy First Minister, Martin
McGuinness, Northern Ireland
Dep. First Minister, Gerry
Adams,

Washington

General Sir David Richards,
Chief of the Defence Staff + 5
other UK Generals

March 24-28 U.S.-UKJ CJCS-CDS Combines
Service Committee Meeting

(Back to Top)
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